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Introduction
There are plenty of websites on the market that will show you women getting their pussies pumped out
by hardcore stuntcocks demanding their full attention, what makes HardnDirty different is the fact that
all of the action is captured in ultra high-def 1280x720 video and professional studio quality pics!

Adult Review
HardnDirty is one of the new sites launched recently as part of this brand new high-def smut network. By itself this site is still
relatively small but when combined with all of the Included sites listed on the right side of the review, your membership gets
you quite a lot of top quality content.
  
  Each scene is available in a few formats with the highest quality version provided in fully downloadable 1280x720
widescreen high-definition. That's better than most movies look when you go to a move theatre and watch them on a big
screen!
  
  The tour does a good job showing you what you can expect and even provides some short trailer movies as examples for
you to download. Best of all, the content is not DRM coded so anything you do download is yours to keep for as long as you
like.
  
  HardnDirty is not without a few problems however. The interface itself could be streamlined a bit. You will find what you
are looking for but some things take a few more clicks than they should to be located.
  
  Also, while the site does provide high-res picture sets they are not quite as extensive as TheTongue would have hoped from
a high-def specialist website.
  
  Also, while HardnDirty does offer you a $1.00 trial, be aware that it severely limits your ability to download content or
explore the rest of the network. If you are going to join at all, TheTongue recommends that you join for the full monthly
membership instead. Like anywhere else, at HardnDirty you also get what you pay for.

Porn Summary
As a stand-alone site it's a bit smaller than it should be, but with all of the included network content you get with a full
monthly membership HardnDirty is worth checking out.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Full-throttle action in high-def clarity from start to finish'
Quality: 96  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 85
Support: 87 Unique: 80    Taste: 85        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
Chicks Love Chicks (91) ,Sizzling Sirens (90) ,Two Hole Crammers (89) ,Meat Melons (89) ,Sweet Fresh Tails (88) ,Spicy
Matures (87) ,Feet Pumpers (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, HD, Straight
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Subscription: $29.74 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 11
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